Nonfiction Pet Books

125 True Stories of Amazing Pets (j590 ONE)
I Love My Pet Turtle by Alexis Roumanis (j636.392 ROUMANIS)
The Hen who Sailed Around the World by Guirec Soudee (j636.5 SOUDEE)
Do You Really Want a Bird? By Bridget Heos (j636.68 HEOS)
Sweet Senior Pups by Kama Einhorn (j636.7 EINHIRN)
Dog Training for Kids by Vanessa Estrada Marin (j636.708 MARIN)
The Cat who Ruled the Town by May Nakamura (j636.8 NAKAMURA)
Learning to Care for a Cat by Felicia Lowenstein Niven (j636.8 NIVEN)
Caring for My New Rabbit by John Bankston (j636.932 BANKSTON)
Hedgehog by Ann Matzke (j636.933 MATZKE)
Care for a Pet Hamster by Carol Parenzan Smalley (j636.935 SMALLEY)
Learning to Care for Fish by Felicia Lowenstein Niven (j639.39 NIVEN)
Slithering Snakes and How to Care for Them by David and Patricia Armentrout (j639.396 ARMENTROUT)